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in the server drop down menu, you could see quite a few servers around the world. avast secureline
vpn supports servers on every continent and in each country. the list of servers is shown in the
image at the top of this text. firewall: the firewall applies normal firewall protection to the entire
internet connection. if the connection is to a server or internet shop, the firewall will check if the
information youre sending out is real and free. there are quite a lot of apps out there that promise to
become your vpn, but avast is one that stands apart in the way it presents itself, and its apparent
work ethic. avast secureline vpn offers unparalleled quality and security at a cost-effective price. the
connections seems good initially and will likely work just well, however, the server connection
automatically drops a couple of times per day, and these drops last for 2-4 minutes, they usually
happen in the late evening. not really an outstanding problem, still a very minor one. high-speed:
avast secureline vpn can make your experience faster and smoother. you can select from five
different connections, and they are: wifi only, wifi & cellular (which is the best choice), cellular only,
wifi & 3g, and cellular & 3g. a selection from 5 servers that you can choose from is likely to be
enough for the majority of users. however, if youre usually in a 3g area, you should try to choose the
wifi & 3g option. uwp: the vpn client is compatible with the latest windows 10 system. the features
that are also available in the desktop and laptop versions of the software are also available in the
mobile versions. for instance, you can view detailed statistics of how you use the vpn, and more.
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